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ABSTRACT
The impact of molecular aggregation on the photophysics of eosin y adsorbed to
TiO2 was investigated using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, steady-state
fluorescence and time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
measurements. Deconvolution of the diffuse reflectance spectra of eosin y on
TiO2 revealed the formation of H-aggregates, with the extent of H-aggregation
increasing with increasing dye-loading concentration. The resultant bathochromic
shift from the monomer diffuse reflectance maximum is due to Charge-transfermediated H-aggregates The fluorescent maximum also shifts with increasing dye
loading concentration starting at 537.5 nm at a dye loading concentration of
7.5x10-7 M and shifting to 585 nm at a dye loading concentration of 10-3 M. The
fluorescent lifetime of eosin y in acetonitrile was measured to be 3.62 ns at 5x107 M. The fluorescent lifetime of EY/TiO was measured to be 0.38 ns and
2
EY/ZrO2 was measured to be 1.47 ns at 5x10-7 M. The fluorescent lifetime of
EY/TiO2 is significantly shorter that eosin y in both solution and on ZrO2 which is
consistent with quenching from electronic injection. Furthermore, the lifetime of
EY/ZrO2 was quenched from 1.47 ns to 0.39 ns at dye loading concentration of
1x10-5 M consistent with increasing H-aggregation. Showing that for eosin y
aggregation is hampering electronic injection.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Motivation
In the next 30 years world energy consumption is predicted to rise by 50%.1 That
growth will mainly occur in less economically developed countries. Energy consumption in
these countries is predicted to increase by 70% due to rapid population growth, strong
economic growth and increased access to marketed energy, that is more people and
businesses with access to electricity. In 2010, Davis et al. theorised that the biggest threat to
the carbon budget is CO2 emissions from sources yet to be built.2 It is interesting to note that,
with the current COVID-19 outbreak, there have been massive reductions in transportation
and industrial greenhouse gas emissions.3 Of particular interest is the massive reduction in
NO2 emissions above industrial areas of The Peoples Republic of China which was detected
by the ESA’s (European Space Agency) Copernicus Sentinel SP-5 instrument.4 With historic
increases in energy usage, the projection noted above, and their effects on atmospheric CO2
level, it is necessary to increase the amount of carbon neutral energy to 10 TW by 2050.5,6
The mean global temperature will increase by 1.3 °C above preindustrial temperatures with
current CO2 emissions.2,7 To avoid the worst effects of climate, change the global mean
temperature increase must be held to 2.0 °C or less. Thus, with current emission levels the
worst effects of climate change can be avoided. Nevertheless, as both Davis and the US
Energy Information Administration make clear the CO2 output is likely to increase due to
economic and infrastructure development combined with population growth.2,8 This increase
in fossil fuel related infrastructure is predicted to increase global mean temperatures between
2.4 and 4.6 °C.7
World weather patterns have, apparently, already started to shift in response to the
rise in temperature. The frequency of more severe weather- and weather-related effects has
become a reality, with increasingly severe hurricanes, storms and bushfires.9–11 In 2007,
1

Lucas et al.12 predicted serious bushfires caused, or exacerbated, by global warming. Their
predictions were proved true in the winter of 2019/2020 with massive bushfires sweeping
New South Wales, aggravated by the state of drought at the time (caused by lack of rain due
to global warming). This event, it is commonly reported, resulted in the deaths of over 1
billion animals.3 These disastrous effects of climate change are driven by humanity’s energy
needs so it is clear that alternative energy sources are required. The climate crisis, arising
from both less economically developed countries and increasing world energy needs,
highlights the requirement for affordable and effective clean energy. Thus, it is evident that a
low-cost carbon neutral alternative to fossil fuels is necessary. Solar energy is one strong
option to fill this role. The Sun generates so much energy that the amount reaching the earth
in one day could power the planet for a year, that is humanity would need to capture less than
0.5% of this energy every day. To capture this energy, cost effective and efficient
photovoltaics are needed.
The Potential of Solar Power
The first true photovoltaic (PV) device was pioneered by Chapin et al.13 at Bell
Laboratories in the mid 1950’s. This device had an efficiency of ~ 6% but had a theoretical
efficiency of 22%.13 For comparison, typical internal combustion engines have efficiencies of
25%, that is only a quarter of the energy stored in fuel is harnessed, most energy is wasted.14
Under ideal conditions PV devices achieve efficiencies of more than 20% as predicted by
Chapin et al., yet, in real world conditions, commercial devices achieve only 10% to 15%
efficiency but with much higher theoretical limits (~30%).14–16 If it were possible to eliminate
heat loss, the upper limit of theoretical efficiency is ~70% but that is likely to be unattainable.
The need for solar energy has been closely linked to the need to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. Silicon PV devices, however, have some serious challenges inherent with their
manufacture.17 The largest issue for silicon devices has been the need for high purity silicon
2

in their manufacture. All the methods for producing high purity silicon are expensive and
time consuming. Furthermore, Si-PVs require the use of concentrated sodium hydroxide and
hydrofluoric acid which are hazardous to human health.18 These factors inflate production
costs and limit commercial viability. Additionally, in areas lacking strict environmental
controls, improper disposal of waste may damage the local environment. To compound the
manufacturing difficulties, Si PVs have some inherent disadvantages. Due to its mechanical
properties, high purity silicon is very brittle and so, to prevent shattering, must be
manufactured into rigid structures. Furthermore, to ensure structural integrity, PV devices
must be extensively supported, making them rather bulky, and thus limiting mobility and
usability. In addition to this mechanical issue, silicon is a poor absorber of visible light. This
issue is overcome by using thick layers of silicon, further increasing bulk and adding to lack
of mobility. In summary, a combination of manufacturing, mechanical and photophysical
issues make silicon-based PV devices far from the ideal solution to our demands for clean
energy.
Dye Sensitised Solar Cells
Grätzel and O’Regan developed the first high efficiency Dye-Sensitised Solar Cells
(DSSC) in the early 1990’s.19 DSSC are thin film photovoltaic devices that have several
major benefits over silicon based devices as they are flexible, low cost PVs that can be
manufactured with cheap non-hazardous materials making them significantly more
commercially viable. Additionally, due to their structure, consisting of a sensitiser on a
semiconductor such as TiO2 substrate, DSSC allow the sensitiser to have a significantly
higher molar absorptivity than the semiconductor. The high molar absorptivity allows better
absorption of visible light.
A DSSC system consists of a working electrode coated in a sensitised semiconductor
submerged in an electrolyte or redox couple. 20 A DSSC system functions by the dye
3

molecules being excited by an incident photon and then transferring that excited electron into
the TiO2 semiconductor in a process called injection. After injection into the TiO2 the
electron is conducted to a charge collector and out into the working circuit. After traveling
through the circuit, the electron is picked up by the redox couple and the dye regenerated, i.e.
the dye recombines with its excited electron. This structure can be seen in Figure 1. The most
critical component, and the one most viable for further development, is the dye sensitiser.
The first viable sensitiser, developed by Grätzel and O’Regan, used a ruthenium complex.
The initial success of Ru has led to many other works and groups focusing on rutheniumbased dyes.19,21,22 Ruthenium centred dyes have one main advantage in that they have a very
broad absorbance spectrum, encompassing much of the visible spectrum with some
ruthenium dyes absorbing light up to 800 nm. 23,24 The broad absorbance characteristic has
led to ruthenium-based devices having efficiencies in excess of 15%.6 Nevertheless, there is a
major issue with the use of ruthenium in that it has startlingly low natural abundances,
leading to a price per kilogram of ~ $8000 in comparison to silver ~$600 or gold ~$52000
(20th February 2020). The high costs of raw materials makes it financially prohibitive to mass
manufacture ruthenium based DSSC. Thus, to avoid the associated costs, other types of dye
are under investigation.

4

TiO2

Figure 1 Diagram of DSSC, the working electrode is an FTO (fluorine dipped tin oxide) glass. The
counter electrode. The counter electrode is generally FTO glass with platinum backing. The redox
couple is used to regenerate the dye molecule after it undergoes electron injection, it does this by
having I- donate an electron to the dye molecule and forms I3- complex which is then regenerated into Iby the counter electrode.

Organic dye sensitizers are promising alternatives to ruthenium centred dyes. They
are easy to synthesise with cheap Earth abundant materials and are consequently inexpensive.
However, unlike ruthenium centred, organic dye sensitisers are not as capable of injecting an
electron into the semiconductor. The poor injection characteristics leads to reduced
efficiencies (13%) in comparison to ruthenium-based systems.25 Many approaches are under
investigation to improve organic DSSC efficiency, the use of multiple chromophores and
controlled aggregation are two of the key areas of investigation. For example, TPD-dye and
Ru-TPA -NCS dye were used in tandem to create a hybrid blend solar cell, with efficiency of
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less than 1%.26 Poor contact between the dyes and TiO2 was likely to be the cause of poor
efficiency.
Molecular Exciton Theory and Aggregation
One intriguing method for enhancing DSSC efficiency is by controlling the
aggregation of dye molecules. Molecular aggregates are two or more chromophores which
have different photophysical properties compared to independent (or monomer)
chromophores. The initial theory describing the photophysics of aggregates was by Kasha in
the 1950’s with further extensions developed in the decades since.27 The formation of
molecular aggregates is known to impact both the electron-transfer kinetics and device
efficiencies.
Molecular exciton theory provides a useful basis for understanding the effects of
aggregation on the spectra of aggregated chromophores.27–30 The theory is based solely on the
Coulombic coupling (Jc) of two monomer units which results in Davydov Splitting of an
electronic state into two new states one more energetic and one less energetic than the
unperturbed monomer as shown in Figure 2. 31–34 When the Coulombic coupling is positive,
which arises from side by side coupling, it results in a band of singlet states known as Haggregates.35 H-aggregates are traditionally defined as having an absorbance maximum
hypochromicaly (blue) shifted from the maximum of the monomer. When the Coulombiccoupling is negative which results from head to tail coupling the oscillator strength is focused
in the lowest energy exciton and is known as a J-aggregate.35 J-aggregates are traditionally
characterised by the bathochromic shift relative to the monomer.

6

Figure 2 Diagram of the Davydov splitting of
the energy levels.

While Kasha signatures are diagnostic of which aggregates are present, they
do not delve into the underlying impact of the Coulombic coupling which affects the exciton
bandwidths, the maximum separation between the H- and J-aggregate excitons.
The Coulombic coupling effect manifest as a change in the energy of the kth exciton, Ek:35
𝐸 =𝐸 +𝐷+𝐽
where Em is the monomer, gas phase S0→S1 transition energy; D is the gas-to-crystal
frequency shift, a typically negative quality reflecting the ability of molecules to better
stabilise their neighbours excited states via non-resonant interactions; Jk is the resonant
Coulombic coupling and k is the wave vector.35 The change to the energy of the kth exciton is
described by band curvature, the second differential with respect to k. For J-aggregates the
curvature is positive at k = 0 hence, at this point the k =0 exciton defines the band bottom.35
For H-aggregates k = 0 defines the band top and thus, the curvature is negative.35 It should be
noted however, that emission will always occur from the bottom of the band where the
necessary positive curvature is present for emission to occur as per Kasha’s rule. The band
7

curvature has significant impact on the absorption maximum and the photo-luminescent
spectrum.35 The free exciton band curvature is defined at the band minimum, kmin, as
𝑑 𝐸
𝜔 ≡1 2
𝑑𝑘
Where kmin = 0 for J-aggregates and kmin = π for H-aggregates as can be seen in Figure 3.
Hence, the exciton dispersion immediately surrounding the point kmin is parabolic, as
indicated in Figure 2. Where Ek is approximated to
+ 𝜔 (𝑘 − 𝑘

𝐸 ≈𝐸 +𝐷+𝐽

) ⋅

Under the appropriate approximation, the positive curvature at the band minimum simplifies
to ωc = -Jc for J-aggregates thus reducing the energy. Under the same conditions the negative

Ek

W

k/π

Figure 3: Energy dispersion curves for H- (blue, Jc>0) and J(red, Jc <0) aggregates.

curvature at the band minimum simplifies to ωc = Jc for H-aggregates thus increasing the
energy. The result of which are the well know Kasha signatures, i.e. bathochromic shift for Jaggregates and hypochromic shift for H-aggregates.
The idealised cases (i.e. totally side by side or head to tail) are not typically
observed.35 J-aggregates can assume a wide range of conformations including brickwork,
8

staircase and ladder conformations, these can also be comprised of many monomer units.36,37
As the idealised cases are rare, Kasha defined aggregates by the relative orientation of the
dipole moments of the components as shown in Figure 4.35 With J-aggregates defined as
having θ < 54.7° and H-aggregates defined as 54.7° < θ < 90°. Additionally, these aggrgates
can have very different photophysical properties but the core trends of Kasha’s model of
aggregates tend to be observed.35

θ

Figure 4: The arrows represent the direction
of the transition dipole moment and the points
the charges that generate the Coulombic field
Angle of aggregation Theta determines
aggregate type.

Kasha also examine the impact of aggregation on the photo-luminecent (PL) spectra
of aggregated molecules. Kasha showed that the radiative decay rates of both H-and Jaggregates differ markedly. H-aggregates have a very low radiative decay rate due to a
9

combination of factors: it is likely that rapid intraband relaxation following absorption leads
to efficient population of the lowest energy state. Due to the state being characterised by the
out of phase alignment of transition dipoles, there is no direct radiative coupling between the
lowest energy H-aggregate state and the ground state. Thus, fluorescence is strictly forbidden
by symmetry in H-aggregates.35 Some exceptions have shown significantly fluorescent Haggregates, such as single crystals.38–41 The lowest energy states of J-aggregates is in-phase
symmetric and thus is radiatively coupled to the ground state so fluorescence is readily
observed in J-aggregates. Kasha further noted that J-aggregates in an emitting state have a
transition dipole that scales as N1/2, where N is the number of aggregated molecules. Kasha
however did not link this enhancement with Dicke’s description of several year prior of
superradiance, which is an enhancement of the radiative decay rate.42 The combination of
these factors (i.e. the enhancement of the transition dipole moment and the radiative decay
rate enhancement) results in the radiative decay rate being enhanced relative to the monomer,
thus, J-aggregates are highly radiant with a short lifetime. For dimers, the dipole moment is
enhanced by a factor of √2 and the radiative decay rate scales by the square of the transition
dipole moment, i.e. the dimers decay rate is twice that of the monomer. For N-coupled
molecules the rate is enhanced by a factor of N. Thus, it can be expected that H-aggregates
exhibit little to no fluorescence while J-aggregates exhibit enhanced fluorescence. It should
be noted that the difference arises from decay rate, not quantum yield, thus an H-aggregate
may be emissive if its radiative decay rate is substantially greater than the non-radiative
decay rates.
Beyond Molecular Exciton Theory
Kasha acknowledged that his work on aggregates was incomplete because his
description only considered Coulombic interactions and purposefully excluded orbital
overlap. Orbital overlap may occur at short intermolecular distances such as those found in π10

stacks that occur in many conjugated systems. Kasha limited his model by stating that his
model could only be valid “If the inter-molecular (interchromophore) electron overlap is
small”28 (later described as less than 4 Å) to eliminate charge transfer considerations.28,35 This
description results in the conventional fitting described above, i.e. H-aggregates are
hypochromicaly shifted relative to monomer and J-aggregates are bathochromicaly shifted
relative to monomer, known as the Kasha signatures. In the decades since Kasha’s initial
theoretical description of aggregates many improvements to the theory have been made,
including removing the limit on orbital overlap, much of this work has been conducted by
Spano and coworkers35,43–45 and summerised by Henstand and Spano in their 2018 review.35
For xanthene dyes, with their π-conjugated chromophores, these improvements in
theory are relevant, as the dipole allowed S0→S1 transition is strongly coupled to the nuclear
coordinates corresponding to the vinyl stretch.35 This coupling in monomers is seen as a
strong vibronic progression in both the absorption and photoluminece (PL) spectra, at least in
the mobile phase. The numerical treatment of dimers by Fulton and Gouterman showed in
detail how the vibronic fine structure responds to both the magnitude and the sign of the
Coulombic coupling.46,47 This means that vibronic fine structure can be diagnostic of which
aggregates are present.35
Despite the complexity that inclusion of vibronic coupling brings to the theory, the
physical effects on both the absoption and PL spectra lead to a simple set of signatures to
distinguish H- and J- aggregates.35 Whilst the simplicity of the method for determining the
type of aggregation, it reaches the underlying photophysics of aggregation. The results of this
treatment show that increasing exciton bandwidth, which impacts band curvature and thus is
indicative of J-aggregates and decreasing exciton bandwidth likewise impacts band curvature
and is indicative of H-aggregates. The bandwidth is readily calculated from the ratio of the
oscillator strengths of the first two vibronic peaks in the spectra (Rabs=A1/A2) Figure 5. Thus,
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it is trivial to observe if an aggregate is H or J, by comparing Rabs to Rabs of the monomer. If
Rabs is greater than its monomer value, then the system is J-aggregated and if Rabs is less than
its monomer value then the system is H-aggregated.35 Whilst this fitting returns the same
result as the Kasha signatures in the Coulombicaly coupled regime it also allows examination
of factors which effect the band curvature that are excluded from Kasha’s model; that is,
consideration of systems for which the interchromophore distance is small.28,35 Allowing
systems for which orbital overlap is a factor, such as π-stacks may be examined.
Most organic aggregates have small dielectric constants, which results in a large
Coulombic binding energy that generate small radius excitons, known as mixed Frenkel/CT
excitons (henceforth CT-excitons), which are delocalised over one or two chromophores. For
organic systems, the valence and conduction bands that support electron and hole transport
result from the overlapping of frontier molecular orbitals of the constituent molecules, for
xanthene dyes such as EY this would be the π- π* orbitals. π-stacks, where the intermolecular
distances are in the range of 3.5 to 4 Å, facilitate large spatial overlaps between HOMO and
LUMO on neighbouring molecules. The large HOMO-LUMO overlap enhances the
formation of CT excitons, these excitons have a substantial impact on the absorption and PL
spectra of aggregated molecules.35,48–58

12

Figure 5: Spectra illustrative of vibronic peaks, red is A1 the first vibronic
peak, black is A2 the second vibronic peak.

It is well known conventional Kasha signatures result from a Coulombic coupling and
either positive (J) or negative (H) curvature in the exciton band at k = 0, which manifests
spectroscopically as red shifts for H-aggregates and blue shifts for J-aggregates. What is less
commonly understood is that intermolecular charge transfer, which results from the orbital
overlap viable due to the formation of π-stacks (which have been shown to be viable for EY
on colloid surfaces)59, can also induce H- and J-aggregate behaviour which can result in very
similar spectral responses to the Kasha signatures.
When the charge transfer and Frenkel bands are well separated, energetically, the
charge-transfer-mediated coupling (or super exchange coupling)60 and self-energy correction
become factors in the total net coupling.35 These factors combine with the Coulombic
coupling to determine the overall electronic energy, as defined by
𝐸(𝑘) = 𝐸 + ∆

+ 2𝐽

13

cos(𝑘) + 𝐽

Where ES1 is the electronic energy of the excited singlet state, k is the wavevector, Jk derives
from the Coulombic coupling, JCT is the charge transfer coupling and ΔCT is the self energy
correction.

Figure 6: Diagram depicting origin of the charge transfer mediated
exciton coupling.

The super exchange coupling, JCT, describes an energy transfer process that precedes
via a virtual, charge separated state shown in Figure 6.57,58,60–63 The exciton is first localised
on one component of a dimer, then dissociates either the electron or hole to the other
component creating a higher energy charge-transfer state, which can then re-localise on the
second component of the dimer.35,44 With a coupling defined by energy transfer between the
two components of the dimer. This coupling is defined by

𝐽

= −2

𝑡 𝑡
𝐸 −𝐸

Where te is the electron transfer integral as can be seen in Figure 6, th is the hole transfer
intergal also Figure 6, ECT is the energy of the charge transfer state and ES1 is the energy of
the first singlet state. Self-energy correction ΔCT derives from dissociation and subsequent
back recombination on the initial excited molecule, defined by:35
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∆ =−

𝑡 +𝑡
𝐸 −𝐸

This expression asssumes a dimer (N=2) and for larger aggregates (N>2) the expression is
further multiplied by 2.35 The electron transfer intergral and hole transfer intergral are defined
respectively as
𝑡 = 𝜙∗ ℎ 𝜙∗
and
⸸

𝑡 =− 𝜙 ℎ𝜙

⸸

Where ĥ is the single electron Hamiltonian operator, (*)𝜙

⸸(∗)

is the HOMO (⸸)/LUMO (*)

wavefunction on molecule n.35 Furthermore, the electron and hole transfer intergrals defines
the bandwidths of the conduction (4|𝑡 |) and valence bands (4|𝑡 |).
As is evident from the equations above, Coulmbic coupling and superexchange
coupling determine the overall excitonic coupling in a dimer. Furthermore, when JCT is
positive (te and th have opposite signs) the coupling is H-aggregate promoting, when JCT is
negative (te and th have like signs) the coupling is J-aggregate promoting (assuming
ECT>ES1). Thus, charge-transfer interaction alone can induce H- and J-aggregate behaviour
which could be tracked by Kasha signatures as with a Coulombically coupled system.35
However, when the Coulombic coupling is limited to nearest neighbours (which is fairly
accurate for linear aggregates such as π-stacks) thus 𝐽 = 2𝐽 cos (𝑘)and the elecronic energy
term given above reduces to
𝐸(𝑘) = 𝐸 + ∆

+ 2(𝐽

+ 𝐽 ) cos(𝑘)

Thus the aggregation induced spectral shift, given by ΔCT+2JCT +Jk=0 complicates the Kasha
signatures for H-aggregates,35 due to ΔCT inducing a uniform redshift (assuming ECT>ES1) as
15

it is always negative. The redshift induced by ΔCT allows for for the possiblity of
bathochromically shifted H-aggregates which can be readily confused for J-aggregates. The
redshift is not contradictory to the H-aggregate assigment as the k = 0 exciton still resides at
the top of the exciton band see Figure 3. Thus in CT aggregates the total spectral shift is
given by F∆

+ 2𝐽 𝐹 where F is the generalised Frank-Condon factor. The spectral shifts

induced by CT-mediated interaction are thus described by

∆

+ 2𝐽 𝐹 = −

(𝑡 + 𝑡 ) + 2𝑡 𝑡 (𝐹 − 1)
𝐸 −𝐸

Where the total spectral shift of the CT aggregate is given by ∆

+ 2𝐽 𝐹. For J-aggregates

(which occur when 𝑡 𝑡 > 0) the CT induced shift is universally negative. Also, Haggregates (which occur when 𝑡 𝑡 < 0) when F≤1 remain red-shifted, due to the CT
mediated coupling, with the sole exeption of te = th when the shift is exactly zero. 35
As the underlying physical cause of the spectral shifts remains the same (i.e. the
changes in bandwidth), the signatures that apply to Coulombically coupled aggregates still
apply to CT-coupled aggregates. Therefore, it is trivial to observe if an aggregate is H or J, by
comparing the ratio of the oscillator strengths of the first two vibronic peaks (Rabs=A1/A2)
with the system’s λ2. This methodology allows accurate determination of whether a system is
H- or J- aggregated beyond the limits of the Kasha signatures (i.e. inter molecular separations
of greater than 4 Å) and into the CT-coupled regime (i.e. inter molecular separations of less
than 4 Å).
While Kasha’s work is adequate to describing the spectral effects of aggregation on
the PL spectra may works have expanded on the data that maybe extracted from a PL spectra.
The fluorescence spectra of an aggregated molecule maybe used to measure its coherence
number, N, which is the number of coherently connected molecules.44 The coherence length
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is measured directly from the PL spectra, by measuring the ratio between the first two
vibronic emission peaks in the idealised case (i.e. no disorder and temperatures low enough
for transitions only from the lowest energy exciton) via a formula derived by Spano:35,44
𝐼
𝐼

=

𝑁
𝜆

Where I0-0 is the intensity of the first vibronic transition and I0-1 is the intensity of the second
vibronic transition and λ2 is the Huang-Rhys factor, which describes the microscopic details
of the vibrational coupling. For H-aggregates in the ideal case:
𝐼
𝐼

=0

Nevertheless, in the general case, the ratio of intensities decreases for H-aggregates and the
ratio of intensities increases for J-aggregates.35 Two other factors can affect the ratio of
intensities, with both disorder of the aggregates and temperature increasing the ratio of
intensities for H-aggregates while under the same conditions the ratio decreases for Jaggregates.35
For H-aggregates the reduction in I0-0 is due to the high level of order within the Haggregate,35 which results in destructive interference of the transition dipole moments in the
emitting (k = π) exciton.35 Conversely with increasing disorder, there is less destructive
interference and therefor higher intensity in the 0→0 transition.35
Enhancing the Performance of DSSC Using Aggregation.
Most of the literature suggests that aggregation can compromise DSSC
performance.64 For example, Kamat et al. finding vastly reduced incident photon-to current
conversion efficiency (IPCE) for aggregates in comparison to monomers. Aggregates of
Rhodamine 6G have been shown to have electron-hole recombination rates that are
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competitive with the rate of electron injection thus limiting photon to current efficiency to
~1%.65
Whilst much literature suggests that aggregation can compromise DSSC performance,
there are also numerous publications suggesting that aggregation can enhance DSSC
performance. Itoh et al. 66 concluded that rhodamine B J-dimers on SnO2 can increase light
harvesting efficiency of PV devices. They also showed J-aggregates of cyanine dyes have
higher injection probabilities in comparison to monomer.66 Arakawa and co-workers
determined that J-aggregation of benzothiazole merocyanine dyes was vital to achieving high
IPCE and that the J-aggregate had an increased absorption edge, further improving
efficiency.67,68 J-aggregates of Zn chlorophyll derivatives have been shown to absorb over a
similar range to ruthenium dyes and have a high (9%) IPCE.69 Whilst J-aggregates have good
potential to enhance DSSC performance they still remain much less efficient than ruthenium
centred dyes used as sensitizers in DSSC with ~15% efficiency.6,70,71 It is, nonetheless,
uncommon to find exclusively J-aggregates and thus the H-aggregates, present in most
systems, influence device performance.
McHale et al.72 showed that, for bentanin sensitised DSSCs, power conversion
efficiencies increased by ~2.5 times when H-aggregates are compared with only monomer
units. McHale also found that higher order aggregates could form an insulating layer on TiO2
thus hindering electron injection. Watson and Detty found that H-aggregates of a range of
chalcogenozanthylium dyes could increase IPCE due to the doubling of ϕinj with respect to
monomers.73–76 When tested as complete devices, power conversion efficiency was found to
be less than 1%, despite promising injection. The poor performance of the complete device
was attributed to poor dye regeneration. In their study of squaraine dyes, Alex, Santhosh and
Das found that the symmetrical H-aggregates sensitised TiO2 poorly whereas unsymmetrical
H-aggregates performed comparably to monomer.77
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In this study we will examine the effects that aggregation has on the injection
properties of eosin y (EY). EY was selected as the focus of this study due to it’s high molar
absorptivity, commercial availability, cheap cost and use for hydrogen generation.78–85
Recently, we examined the photophysical properties of individual EY sensitizers on TiO2 86
and with our previous concentration dependent studies of xanthene dyes on TiO2,87 in
conjunction with literature which shows that EY has concentration dependent modification to
its diffuse reflectance and fluorescent spectra consistent with aggregation. Here a systematic
study of EY aggregates on TiO2 and ZrO2 films is performed using diffuse reflectance, steady
state fluorescence and time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) measurements. The
aggregation states of EY are investigated using both molecular exciton theory and more
recent modifications to it, that include both vibronic coupling and wavefunction overlap.
While molecular exciton theory suggests that there is a population of H- and J-aggregates on
both TiO2 and ZrO2. The more bandwidth-based approach suggests that CT-H -aggregates are
observed. With increased dye loading concentration, the fluorescent spectrum of EY is
bathochromicaly shifted with corresponding decrease in fluorescent intensity and fluorescent
lifetimes. These observations were consistent with a reduction in the number of fluorescent
species present (i.e. more H-aggregates) and electronic injection from excited monomers into
TiO2.
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Chapter 2: Investigating the Aggregation of Eosin Y on TiO2 with Spectroscopy
Eosin Y (EY) is a heavily brominated xanthene dye (Figure 7) that has seen many
uses since its discovery in the C 19th including, cosmetics, dyes, stationery, cell stains and
most recently as a dye sensitiser in solar energy conversion. Investigations of EY as a
photosensitiser have been primarily through EY adsorbed to various surfaces; including
SnO2, graphene or various nanoparticles and often with co-catalysts or on doped surfaces. 1–10
EY has also been shown to inject via a dispersive mechanism into TiO2 by this group using
single molecule microscopy.11 In our previous work we showed that EY injects from the
excited singlet state in oxic conditions and from the triplet state in anocic conditions via
dispersive electron transfer mechanisms.11 The heavy atom effect, a result of the bromination,
allows easy access to the triplet state and thus to one possible route for injection.

Figure 7: Eosin Y molecule

Many studies have examined the photophysical properties of xanthene dyes in general
and EY in particular and where largely concerned with the properties of monomer dyes.12–21
EY has been extensively studied spectroscopically in a range of solvents. The solution-phase
experiments show an absorption maximum between ~ 520 to 540 nm dependent on the
polarity of the solevant.22–25 EY also demonstrates variation in fluorescence maximum with
different solvents. Flemming et al.19 were among the first to carry out an exhaustive analysis
of the fluorescence of EY, finding the emission maximum varied from 538 nm in water, to
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551nm in i-PrOH. The spectral changes that EY exhibits at higher concentrations were first
attributed to increasing aggregation by Rohatgi et al 24 who observed a hypochromic shift in
UV-Vis spectra of EY 840 cm-1 from peak monomer absorption. All prior solution phase
studies show clear H-aggregation by Kasha signatures (hypsochromic spectroscopic shift
compared to monomer).26
In 2018, Katoh27 used ultra-thin cuvettes and increasing the polarity of the solvent, to
measure the spectra of highly aggregated EY solutions. Katoh used this ultra-thin cuvette
system to measure the absorbance of EY while limiting the impact of spectral behaviour that
deviates from Beers law and to limit the impact of reabsorption on fluorescence. By
collecting the dimer spectrum in the absence of these other unwanted effects, they applied
molecular exciton theory28 to determine that EY was oblique based on UV-Vis difference
spectrum. The difference spectrum showed two peaks, one bathochromicaly shifted and one
hypochromicaly shifted relative to the monomer, thus determining that both H- and Jaggregate character is present in the dimer, this assignment is based on the Kasha
signatures.26 Katoh estimated the fluorescence quantum yield of EY monomer to be 0.23 and
the oblique dimer 0.005 in 1 M NaCl solution. Furthermore, using transient absorption studies
Katoh found no evidence to show that the dimer formed a triplet state through inter system
crossing. This observation is consistent with Dunsbach and Schmidt’s29 photoacoustic
calorimetry studies showing that EY mainly relaxed non-radiatively.
EY has been used with great effect to sensitise a range of substrates, including
nanoparticles, silica gels, SnO2, graphene and TiO2, many of which show promising hydrogen
evolution efficiencies.1–9 The investigation into the EY/TiO2 system have largely focused on
EY with co-catalysts10 co-absorbents,4 or modified TiO2 surfaces.3,5 Whilst these systems
have shown good efficiencies (5-20%), very little attention has been paid to the EY/TiO2
system without modification. Katoh and co-workers 9 have examined the aggregation of EY
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on TiO2 nano crystalline films. In this work Katoh observed spectral broadening of
absorbance bands, which was attributed to the formation of molecular aggregates. They
observed that EY/ TiO2 films have a red-shift of the absorbance spectra relative to monomer
when loaded from acetonitrile and ascribed this shift to the presence of J-aggregates and
while the spectra for films loaded from ethanol were not shifted they concluded that the EY
dimers where of mixed geometry. The assignment of J-aggregates to films loaded from
acetonitrile was based on the Kasha signatures.26 This discontinuity for the solution phase
experiments is also shown in the work by Zhang et al.30 who note that in the Pt-EY cocatalyst on silica gel system the EY is a mixture of H- and J-aggregates, again assigned by the
Kasha signatures.26 While the aggregation of EY in solution is consistent which are uniformly
assigned as H-aggregates irrespective of environmental conditions.22, the solid state
assignments are mixed (i.e. some assign J9 and others assign H- and J-)2. This discontinuity in
assignment may result from adsorption to surfaces.
Kasha signatures,26 as previously noted can be unreliable indicators of the nature of
aggregation,31 thus, an alternative methodology to diagnose the type of aggregation is
necessary. Spano and Halsted described a more reliable methodology (i.e. Rabs decreases
relative to monomer Rabs for H- and increases for J-) which uses the underlying band
structure which is the cause of the spectral shifts associated with aggregation and thus
provides a more complete model for aggregation and a means for more accurate
determination of which aggregates are present.31 Spano and Halsted’s description not only
allows for Coulombically coupled aggregates (and their resulting Kasha signatures) but also
moves beyond them into a CT mediated coupling which is explicitly forbidden in Kasha’s
work.26,31 The CT-coupling which impacts the band structure in similar ways to
Coulombically coupled aggregates.31 CT-aggregates, which are common in π-stacks, are
diagnosable in the same manner as Coulombic aggregates, i.e. comparison of Rabs to the λ2.31
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There is, however, a quirk to the underlying physics of CT-aggregates. That is the
possibility of a red-shifted H-aggregate,31 which is totally counter to the Kasha signatures.26
EY, with its large conjugated π system, has the potential to form π-stacks. π-Stacking is a
possibility as similar molecules (perylene and oligo- phenylenevinylene based molecules)32–36
have also been observed to form π-stacks. EY’s formation of π-stacks means that the
coupling that is responsible for aggregation is potentially CT-mediated rather than
Coulombically mediated, thus requiring the use of band curvature to determine the nature of
the aggregate rather than using Kasha signatures.
Experimental
Materials, Sample Preparation and Eosin Y Thin Film Characterisation Using Diffuse
Reflectance Spectroscopy and Steady State Fluorescence EY (~99%) was obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich and used as obtained. Solutions were then prepared in HPLC/Spectroscopic
grade acetonitrile (ACN) which was obtained from EDM Millipore/Acros Organics. Titania
films of mesoporous nanocrystalline titania (>99.5+%, P25, Acros Organics) and zirconia
(ZrO2, <100 nm particle size, Sigma) thin films were prepared on Fischerbrand plain
microscope slides using the Doctor Blading method. After Doctor Blading the films were
then annealed in a muffle furnace for 1.5 to 2 h at 300 °C. Once cooled the films were
immersed in 20 mL of dye solutions in a covered petri dish, for a period of approximately 24
hours. The films were removed from the dye solution then washed for an extended period
with ACN to remove any unbound chromophores and dried with Kim wipes. After which
they were stored in the dark except when they were being tested.
Solution-phase UV-Vis measurements were obtained using an Agilent Cary 60
spectrometer between 200 and 800 nm (scan rate 240 nm min-1, step size 0.5 nm, average
time 0.125 s). Diffuse reflectance measurements were taken between 200 and 800 nm using
the same Cary 60 (scan rate 240 nm min-1, step size 0.5 nm, average time 0.125 s) equipped
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with a fibre-optic coupler and diffuse reflectance probe in a minimum of 5 spots on any given
film and corrected for scattering using the Kubelka-Munk function, Rem, which is given by
the following equation:
𝑅

=

(1 − 𝑅(𝜆) )
2𝑅(𝜆)

Where R(λ) is the measured reflectance of the sample at a specific wavelength.
Diffuse reflectance measurements were baseline subtracted and fitted to several Gaussian
curves, using Origin Pro 9.1 (OriginLab), to describe the individual populations (H- or Jaggregates or monomer) present on TiO2 thin films. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was
used to minimise the Chi Square statistic and thus determine the full width at half maximum
(FWHM), position and amplitude of Gaussian curves. To ensure that the appropriate number
of Gaussians were used the reduced-R2 value was examined and only fits with a value close
to unity considered acceptable. Additionally, the individual Gaussian components were
required to have positive amplitudes that would appear to adequately describe a species (i.e.
H-or J-aggregates or monomer). The monomer components consist of the sum of two
Gaussian functions due to the vibrionic shoulder of EY. The integrated areas under the curves
were used to determine relative abundance of each population.
Steady state emission spectra of thin films of EY/TiO2 and EY/ZrO2 were obtained
using a Edinburgh Instruments FS-5 (EIFS-5) equipped with a SC-10, Front Facing Sample
Holder with a xenon lamp as the light source (150 W CW ozone-free xenon lamp) with an
excitation wavelength of 490 nm between 510 and 800 nm (step size 0.5 nm, dwell timetr6
0.2 ns).
Correction of Fluorescence Spectra via Kubelka-Munk
When emitted photons are scattered and/or reabsorbed by the surrounding
fluorophores the detector may not record an accurate wavelength as emitted by fluorescence.
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To correct for scattering and reabsorption the Kubelka-Munk function can be applied by
using the following equation:37
𝐶(𝜆) =

𝐹(𝜆)
𝛾(𝜆, 𝜆 )

Where F(λ) is the measured fluorescence intensity at a given wavelength and γ(λ0,λ) is the
correction factor given by:37
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Where Rem(λ) is the Kubelka-Munk function at a given wavelength, λ, (i.e. the diffuse
reflectance value that has been corrected using the Kubelka-Munk function and Rem(λ0) is the
Kubelka-Munk function at the excitation wavelength, λ0.
Results and Discussion
Absorption
To examine the adsorption of EY to TiO2 for use in DSSC and DSP, thin films of
TiO2 on glass were prepared. These films were soaked in EY solutions for 24h and then
thoroughly rinsed with ACN to remove any unbound dye. Dye solutions were prepared in
acetonitrile at concentrations of 10-3 or 10-4 M. Figure 8 shows the resulting baseline
subtracted, normalised diffuse reflectance spectra of EY on TiO2. Furthermore, the signal
broadens with rising dye loading concentration indicative of aggregation. Furthermore, as dye
loading concentration increases, the diffuse reflectance spectrum converges towards a
common point between the aggregate peaks and the monomer.
The UV-Vis spectrum of EY/ACN shown in Figure 8 shows an absorption maximum
at 534 nm with a FWHM of 1080 cm-1. The diffuse reflectance spectra of low dye loading
concentration EY/TiO2 films show a similar spectrum to the solution phase experiments with
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a maximum at 529 ± 1 nm, which is slightly hypochromically shifted relative to solution and
slightly broader with a FWHM of 1233 cm-1 the broadening and hypochromic shift is due to
absorption to the TiO2 surface.9 As dye-loading concentration increases from 5x10-7 M to
1x10-6 M, peak position (529 ± 1 nm) and FWHM (1210 ± 50 cm-1) remain constant. This
stability of peak position is consistent with the TiO2 surface becoming saturated with dye
molecules, i.e. the EY is forming a monolayer. As dye loading concentration rises past 1x10-6
M, the peaks start to broaden (FWHM = 1902 cm -1) and bathochromically shift (530 nm) at a
dye loading 1x10-5 M, concordant with increasing levels of aggregation. Both bathochromic
shift and broadening continue to 1x10-3 M which has a maximum of 532 ± 2 nm, which is in
agreement with literature.9 Literature attributes both spectral shift and broadening to the
formation of molecular aggregates.9,22,24,25,27

Figure 8: Normalized and baseline subtracted with EY/TiO2 (Solid) black 5x10-7M, red 1 x 10-6 M, green 1 x
10-5 M, blue 1 x 10-4 M, pink 1 x 10-3 M and solution dotted 1 x 10-6 M
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Table 1: Table of maximum adsorption and full width half maximum at a given dye loading concentration

EY Dye Loading Concentration (M)

λmax (nm)

FWHM (cm-1)

5.00x10-7

529 ± 1

1233

7.50 x10-7

529 ± 1

1240

1.00 x10-6

528 ± 1

1158

2.50 x10-6

528 ± 1

1307

5.00 x10-6

531 ± 1

1538

7.50 x10-6

528 ± 1

1703

1.00 x10-6

530 ± 1

1902

5.00 x10-6

532 ± 2

2304

1.00 x10-6

532 ± 2

2374

5.00 x10-6

531 ± 4

2687

1.00 x10-6

532 ± 2

2537

To study the effects of EY aggregate formation, we measured the concentration
dependent diffuse reflectance spectra of EY/ TiO2 and EY adsorbed to a non-injecting
substrate, ZrO2. Corrected diffuse reflectance spectra show that with rising dye loading
concentration the diffuse reflectance signals amplitude rises, consistent with increasing
number of dye molecules present on the film. As can be seen in Figure 8 and Table 1 with the
increase in dye loading concentration peak position shift bathochromicaly and broadens. The
broadening to both red and blue sides of the monomer (see Figure 8) with increasing dye
loading concentration clearly indicates that EY is aggregating.
In line with Kasha’s model of the photophysics of aggregates, estimates of the relative
populations of monomers and aggregates (both H- and J-) were first obtained by
decomposing the diffuse reflectance signal into several Gaussians representing each of the
subpopulations. Diffuse reflectance spectra were readily observed at dye loading
concentration of 5x10-7 M. This film is consistent with overwhelmingly monomer EY with
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0→0 (centre 526 nm, FWHM 1134 cm-1) and 0→1 (centre 492 nm, FWHM 1066 cm-1)
transitions. This broadly agree with EY/ACN with 0→0 (centre 534 nm, FWHM 96 cm-1)
and 0→1 (centre 502 nm, FWHM 1524 cm-1) which are in agreement with literature.24

Figure 9:Example of diffuse reflectance spectra of EY/TiO2 prepared using [EY]=0.001 M is fit to the
sum of Gaussian curves corresponding to H-aggregate (maroon dashed)s, J-aggregates (purple
dashed) and monomer (navy dashed 0→0 pinked dashed 0→1,blue dashed). Also shown is the subtracted
data (black) and the cumulative fit peak (red).

Diffuse reflectance spectra of EY from dye-loading concentrations of 1x10-6 M and
up are deconvolved into further subpopulations to account for H (505 nm) and J (543 nm)
dimers as seen in Figure 9. The areas under the Gaussian curves were used to approximate
the relative population of aggregates and monomers as a function of dye loading
concentration. The data shows multiple forms of EY are present on TiO2. Figure 10 shows
that EY monomers are most abundant to 5x10-5 M dye loading concentration and H- and J- in
approximately even proportions and rising with increasing dye loading concentration.
According to the Kasha signatures at the highest dye loading concentrations (10-3 M) H34

dimers are dominant (47%) with monomers and J-dimers in similar proportions (26%), as
seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Graph of relative percent population of monomer (circles), H (squares) or J (triangles) The
areas under these curves is used to approximate the percentage of the total populations on the EY/TiO2 film.
It is assumed that the film prepared with [EY]=5x10-7 M has no aggregate population. Error bars
correspond to standard deviation from the mean

When considering the concentration-dependent spectra with reference to Spano and Halsted’s
work, the oscillator strengths of the first two vibronic peaks are obtained by fitting the peaks
in a similar manner to the Kasha signatures described previously but using only two
Gaussians, one for each vibronic transition. This analysis shows a Rabs for monomer EY/TiO2
of 5 ± 2 which rapidly falls with increasing dye loading concentration, as can be seen in
Figure 11. The EY/ TiO2 system is apparently increasingly H-aggregated as shown by the
exciton bandwidth falling with rising dye loading concentration. However, the peak position
is bathochromically shifted relative to the monomer. This combination indicates the
formation of CT-aggregates which can be further tested using the PL spectra. CT-aggregates
only form at short intermolecular distances with good orbital overlap, thus putting them
outside the scope of Kasha’s model for aggregation.31 One place where such overlap is
common is in π-stacks.
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Figure 11: Graph showing the reduction in band width with increasing EY dye-loading
concentration on TiO2, error bars are standard deviation.

It is well established that EY binds to TiO2 through its carboxyl acid group leaving its
xanthene spine (the chromophore) parallel to the substrate, as shown in Figure 12 bellow.38
Given the known binding geometry of monomer EY, H-aggregates are viable as π-stacks
which, due to their small intermolecular distances, means a purely Coulombic model is
inapplicable to EY/TiO2. 26,38 This leads to the conclusion that if the CT-aggregate
interpretation is correct what is observed are π-stacks of EY, which result in a red-shifted Haggregate.

Figure 12: molecular diagram EY bound to TiO2
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Studies of EY/ZrO2 show similar results to those for EY/TiO2, with molecular exciton
theory suggesting a mixture of H- and J-aggregates in similar proportions to EY/TiO2 present
on the surface. While analysis of the vibronic coupling clearly shows a reduction in the
exciton bandwidth which with the bathochromic shift of the spectra which shows the
presence of CT-H-aggregates. It is important to note, however, that the bandwidth of
EY/ZrO2 is at every dye loading concentration smaller than the bandwidth of EY/TiO2. The
narrower bandwidth of EY/ZrO2 suggests a higher degree of aggregation for the EY/ZrO2
system, which will impact aggregate fluorescent properties.
The narrower bandwidth of EY/ZrO2 may be due to several factors; firstly, the binding to the
substrate may be differing impacts on the bandwidth of EY, thus making EY/ZrO2 appearing
more aggregated than it is. Secondly, the surface area of TiO2 substrates is 195,745 times
larger than the surface area of ZrO2 dramatically reducing the area for a monolayer to form.
One or both factors may impact the bandwidth of EY/ZrO2 but that its bandwidth suggests
that it is more aggregated must be considered when comparing the two systems.
Table 2: Table of Bandwidths at various dye loading concentrations for EY/ZrO2

EY Dye Loading Concentration (M)

Bandwidth

5x10-7

2.0 ± 0.3

1x10-6

1.6 ± 0.3

2.5x10-6

1.0 ±0.2

5x10-6

0.8 ± 0.1

7.5x10-6

0.7 ± 0.1

1x10^-5

0.66 ± 0.04

5x10-5

0.58 ± 0.02

1x10-4

0.53 ± 0.03

1x10-3

0.494 ± 0.006
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Whilst the CT-aggregate interpretation is very compelling, as it readily describes the
complete system with one physical phenomenon and its implications. Furthermore, the steric
effects that would result in H-aggregation are readily evident from studies of how EY binds
to TiO2.39 However, the interpretation based on the Kasha signatures is supported by the
literature.9,30 While Yaguchi et al.9 suggested that EY forms J-aggregates on TiO2 their
identification is purely based on the bathochromic shift of the spectrum. As discussed above
this methodology is inherently flawed as it fails to consider the red-shift that arises from
Charge-Transfer-mediated coupling. These two options are summerised in Figure 13 The
steric effects which would result in the formation of H- and J- aggregates are also readily
envisioned.39. It is necessary, however, to further support the conclusion that an H-CTaggregate is observed. To that end the PL spectra are considered to further elucidate the
nature of EY/TiO2 aggregates.

Figure 13:Accessible energy levels for (left to right) CT-mediated EY,
monomer EY and Coulombically coupled EY, dotted lines show coupling.

Fluorescence
To further understand the effect of aggregation on the photophysics of EY, we
measured the steady-state fluorescent and lifetime decay of EY both as a function of dyeloading concentration and as a function of substrate. The emission maximum of EY/ACN
(5x10-7 M) is at 556 nm. As can be seen in Figure 14 and Table 3 monomer EY/ TiO2 is
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hypochromicly shifted relative to solution with a single emission peak at 538 nm. As dyeloading concentration rises so initially does the fluorescent intensity, consistent with more
dye molecules present on the film. After a dye loading concentration of 2.5x10-6 M fluoresce
intensity begins to decrease and the fluorescent maximum shifts past 556 nm and on to longer
wavelength emission maxima. The reduction in fluorescent intensity is consistent with
progressively increasing population of H-aggregates which have no direct radiative coupling
to the ground state thus the transition is strictly forbidden by symmetry and thus reduces
fluorescent intensity as can be clearly seen in Figure 14.31

Figure 14: Kubelka-Munk corrected EY/TiO2 PL spectra, feature at 600 nm is Raman scattering off the film.
5x10-7 (black), 7.5x10-7 (red), 1x10-6 (green), 2.5x10-6 (blue), 5x10-6 (light blue), 7.5x10-6 (pink), 1x10-5
(yellow), 5x10-5 (dark yellow), 1x10-4 (navy blue) and 1 x1034 (purple).

As can be seen in Figure 15 and Table 4 monomer EY/ ZrO2 is hypochromicly shifted
relative to solution with a single emission peak at 536 nm. As dye-loading concentration rises
the emission maximum bathochromicaly shifts in comparison to the monomer. Additionally,
fluorescent intensity initially increases, consistent with more dye molecules present on the
film. After a dye loading concentration of 5x10-6 M fluorescent intensity begins to decrease
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and the fluorescent maximum shifts past 556 nm and on to longer wavelength emission
maxima, 𝜆𝑓𝑙
𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
When comparing the EY/ZrO2 fluorescent spectra with the EY/TiO2 fluorescent
spectra, as seen in Figure 15 it is evident that at every concentration the EY/TiO2 have
significantly lower intensities. This reduction in intensity is attributable to injection from the
excited monomer into TiO2 but, as injection cannot occur on ZrO2 this leaves only the
radiative and non-radiative decay pathways with in EY monomers thus for a given dye
loading concentration fluorescence is maximised.

A

B

Figure 15: Feature at 600 nm is Raman scattering off the film.: A) Kubelka-Munk corrected EY/TiO2 PL
spectra, 5x10-7 (black), 7.5x10-7 (red), 1x10-6 (green), 2.5x10-6 (blue), 5x10-6 (light blue), 7.5x10-6 (pink),
1x10-5 (yellow), 5x10-5 (dark yellow), 1x10-4 (navy blue) and 1 x1034 (purple). B) Kubelka-Munk corrected
EY/ZrO2 PL spectra, 5x10-7 (black), 1x10-6 (red), 5x10-6 (blue), 1x10-5 (pink), 5x10-5 (green), 1x10-4.

Under molecular exciton theory the reduction of intensity of bathochromic shift in
emission would imply that there is a combination of H- and J-aggregates. Prior studies in
similar situations (mixed H- and J- aggregates) have ascribed the loss in fluorescent intensity
to FRET between the fluorescent J-aggregate and the non-fluorescent H-aggregate thus
reducing the fluorescent intensity by removal of the radiative population.40 This would
require that the rate of energy transfer via FRET be competitive with the radiative decay rate
40

that is enhanced by superradiance (which is an enhancement in the decay rate). An alternative
interpretation of the formation of mixed H-/J- aggregates, with intensity loss based on FRET
from J- to H-aggregates, is that CT-aggregates are formed on the surfaces. These aggregates,
as described above can be both H-aggregated and red-shifted. This would account for both
the red-shift in the PL spectra seen in Tables 3 and4 and the reduction in fluorescent intensity
Table 3:Table of Fluorescence Emission Maximum of EY/TiO2 against dye loading concentration

Dye Loading Concentration (M)

𝜆

(nm)

5.00x10-7

549.0

7.50 x10-7

537.5

1.00 x10-6

544.5

2.50 x10-6

553.0

5.00 x10-6

562.0

7.50 x10-6

560.0

1.00 x10-5

568.0

5.00 x10-5

581.0

1.00 x10-4

563.0

5.00 x10-4

570.0

1.00 x10-3

585.0

Table 4: Table of Fluorescence Emission Maximum of EY/ZrO2 against dye loading concentration

Dye Loading Concentration (M)

𝜆

(nm)

5.00x-7

536.0

1.00x-6

540.0

5.00x-6

540.0

1.00x-5

548.0

5.00x-5

550.0
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shown in Figure 15. While H-aggregation can be fluorescent if the radiative decay rate is
sufficiently large with respect to non-radiative decay pathways, EY dimers have been shown
to have a high rate of internal conversion from the excited state, thus providing rapid nonradiative decay pathway.29 That π-stack H-aggregates are present on the TiO2 surface is a
more internally consistent description of EY aggregates on TiO2.
It is, therefore, concluded that both systems (EY/TiO2 and EY/ZrO2) consist initially
of an un-aggregated layer of EY molecules on the surface of the substrate and as dye loading
concentration rises aggregates form. These aggregates are π-stacked H-aggregates on the
surface, as shown schematically in Figure 16, as opposed to a mixture of H- and J-aggregates
as suggested by the Kasha signatures. H-aggregation is demonstrated over mixed H- and Jaggregates in both cases by the reduction in exciton bandwidth with increasing dye-loading
concentration and further demonstrated by the reduction in fluorescent intensity with
increasing dye loading concentration, as shown in Figure 15. The bathochromic shift of the
spectra of both systems is explained by the CT-mediated coupling inducing a uniform
redshift in the resultant spectra and allowing the inconsistency in literature between H- and Jaggregates.9,30

Figure 16: schematic diagram of EY π stacks on TiO2

Several things, in addition to structural elucidation, are apparent from the steady state
PL spectra. Firstly, that injection from EY into TiO2 is occurring as shown by the differences
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in fluorescence intensity between the TiO2 and ZrO2 spectra, as show in Figure 17. Secondly,
that aggregation is reducing fluorescent intensity with rising dye-loading concentration on
both TiO2 and ZrO2 films. Finally, the progressive reduction in fluorescent intensity with
increasing dye loading concentration shows that the coherence length of the exciton is
decreasing. This is shown by
𝐼
𝐼

=

𝑁
𝜆

therefore, as the ratio of fluorescence intensity decreases so does coherence length, this is due
the destructive interference of the transition dipoles at the emitting (k = π) exciton. The rapid
reduction in fluorescent intensity could be interpreted to suggest that the EY H-aggregate is
highly ordered.31 Whilst the impact of the coherence length on injection is unclear it is likely
that some link exists between the two and should be more thoroughly investigated.

Figure 17: Energy level diagram of CT mediated H-aggregates for
EY/TiO2 green arrows show major photophysical processes, as shown by
diffuse reflectance and PL spectroscopies, k is the rate constants of
excitation (exc), fluorescence (fl), internal conversion (ic), injection (inj),
inter system crossing (isc) and recombination (rec).
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Chapter 3: Determination of Injection Yield of Eosin Y on TiO2 using TCSPC
Introduction
In order to examine the excited state dynamics of EY monomers and aggregates, a
time resolved technique is required, to that end fluorescent lifetimes are measured via time
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). Fluorescent lifetimes (τf ) allow electron
injection of dye molecules to TiO2 to be probed as well as energy transfer mechanisms (e.g.
FRET). The time-averaged lifetime (〈τ〉) of samples containing aggregates will vary
significantly from that of pure monomer. The τf of trans para-distyrylbenzene single crystals
containing fluorescent H-aggregates, for example, was observed to have a longer τf than the
corresponding monomer.1 Another example of a fluorescent H-aggregate is merocyanine
dyes, the τf of the monomer (τ = 0.5 ns) is significantly shorter than the τf of the H-aggregate
(τ = 4.4 ns). The τf of EY is known to change due to aggregation as acknowledged by De et
al.2 and thus measured the τf at monomer concentration of EY in aqueous solution as τ = 1.5
ns. Katoh and co-workers3 measured the τf of the dimer τ = 50 ps thus showing a substantial
reduction in the τf while this reduction in τf is normally indicative of J-aggregation Katoh and
co-workers concluded that EY formed an oblique dimer, with fluorescent emission occurring
from the “J-“, i.e. lower energy state. As can be seen from the example of EY, J-aggregates
have shorter lifetimes than the corresponding monomer.
Fluorescent lifetime measurements are a powerful method to probe the injection
dynamics4–11 and aggregation properties12–15 of dye sensitisers on semiconductor films. For Jaggregates of a benzimidazolocarbocyanine dye derivative the monomer has a τf = 2.4 ns
however, the J-aggregate was found to a significantly shorter τf = 185 ps at room
temperature16 This effect, i.e. the changes in τf, is not limited to specific dyes, another
example is methylcyclohexane it’s monomer τf = 6.8 ns while the aggregates τf = 2.6 ns. It is
speculated that exciton delocalisation is the causes of the reduction in fluorescence lifetime.17
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Delocalisation is associated with the coherence length which is linked to the coherence
number, the number of aggregated units present. This can be determined by examination of
the fluorescent spectra as described above.
Experimental
Materials, Sample Preparation and Thin film Characterisation.
EY (~99%) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as obtained. Solutions were
then prepared in HPLC/Spectroscopic grade acetonitrile (ACN) which was obtained from
EDM Millipore/Acros Organics. Titania films of mesoporous nanocrystalline titania
(>99.5+%, P25, Acros Organics) and zirconia (ZrO2, <100 nm particle size From Sigma) thin
films were prepared on Fischerbrand plain microscope slides using the Doctor Blading
method. After Doctor Blading the films were then annealed in a muffle furnace for 1.5 to 2 h
at 300 °C. Once cooled the films were immersed in 20 mL of dye solutions in a covered petri
dish, for a period of approximately 24 hours. The films were removed from the dye solution
then washed for an extended period with ACN to remove any unbound chromophores and
dried with Kim wipes. After which they were stored in the dark except when they were being
tested.
Lifetime decays were obtained by Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)
on an Edinburgh Instruments FS-5 (EIFS-5) equipped with a SC-10, Front Facing Sample
Holder using a pulsed diode laser, EPL-450 (457 nm). Fluorescence dynamics were fit using
a non-linear least squares reconvolution of the measured decay and the instrument response
function (IRF, FWHM = 121.5 ps, obtained using a cuvette filled with powdered milk (Food
Lion brand)). Fitting was attempted with mono, bi-and tri-exponential as well as stretched
exponential functions. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to conduct the least
squares fitting in the PicoQuant, Flurofit V 4.6.6 software package. The software packed with
the instrument was not used to fit the lifetime decays as it did not have the full range of
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function required to be tested as they have been observed to be necessary for other xanthene
dyes.18
The τf s of EY/ TiO2 were measured as a function of dye loading concentration and
were examined using TCSPC measurements. Figure 18 presents the fluorescent decays of
films dyed with concentrations between 5x10-7 M and 1x10-5 M. The solution phase
experiments are fit with a mono-exponential with a τf of 3.8 1± 0.03 ns where error is
calculated by the software package by the asymptotic standard errors method and further
propagated as necessary. The films are best fit by bi-exponential expression given by
𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐴 𝑒

+𝐴 𝑒

where Ai is the amplitude and τi is the lifetime of the ith exponential decay. Attempts were
also made to fit decays to mono and bi stretched exponentials but, this either gave very poor
fits or required at least 6 free fitting terms, so were thus discarded.
Tables 5 presents the best fit parameters for EY/ TiO2 and EY/ ZrO2. The timeaverage lifetimes (‹τ›) is determined from the fit parameters of each decay according to
〈τ〉 =

∑
∑

Table 5: Table of best fit lifetime Parameters of EY/TiO2 EY/ZrO2

EY dye-loading
Concentration (M)

TiO2
A1

τ1

A2

τ2

Lifetime

5.00x10-7

3200 ± 800

0.24 ± 0.05

300 ± 100

0.8 ± 0.1

0.37 ± 0.09

7.50 x10-7

2700 ± 500

0.25 ± 0.01

230 ± 30

0.85 ± 0.04

0.39 ± 0.03

1.00 x10-6

2200 ± 500

0.26 ± 0.06

100 ± 22

1.1 ± 0.1

0.39 ± 0.02

2.50 x10-6

2800 ± 400

0.21 ± 0.03

130 ± 30

0.9 ± 0.1

0.33 ± 0.02

5.00 x10-6

6600 ± 800

0.14 ± 0.02

44 ± 10

1.2 ± 0.1

0.2 ± 0.02

7.50 x10-6

10000 ± 1000

0.11 ± 0.01

54 ± 5

1.1 ± 0.1

0.17 ± 0.03

1.00 x10-6

IRF Limited

5.00 x10-6

IRF Limited
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Table 6: Table of best fit lifetime Parameters of EY/ZrO2

EY dye loading
Concentration
(M)

ZrO2
A1

τ1

A2

τ2

Lifetime

5.00x10-7

1000 ± 100

0.82 ± 0.07

360 ± 90

2.2 ± 0.2

1.47 ± 0.08

7.50 x10-7

900 ± 100

0.77 ± 0.02

330 ± 40

2.08 ± 0.07

1.41 ± 0.03

1.00 x10-6

936 ± 8

0.69 ± 0.06

343 ±60

1.9 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.1

2.50 x10-6

1190 ± 40

0.43 ± 0.04

250 ± 20

1.54 ± 0.09

0.91 ± 0.04

5.00 x10-6

1600 ± 400

0.27 ± 0.01

269 ± 4

1.22 ± 0.07

0.68 ± 0.06

7.50 x10-6

2100 ± 500

0.23 ± 0.02

170 ±40

0.91 ± 0.03

0.39 ± 0.03

1.00 x10-6

IRF Limited

5.00 x10-6

IRF Limited

Table 7 presents the ‹τ› values as a function of dye loading concentration. The τf of monomer
EY/ TiO2 is one tenth that of the τf of solution (0.38 ± 0.08 ns on TiO2 3.62 ns in ACN). As
Figure 18 shows, the τf on film is dependent on dye loading concentration. As dye loading
concentration rises from 5x10-7 M to 2.5x10-6 M, τf remains constant at 0.37 ± 0.03 ns, after
2.5x10-6 M τf rapidly decreases to a point where reconvolution of the decay from the signal
(decay and IRF) becomes unviable.
It is commonly reported that H-aggregation increase the excited state lifetime
of the aggregated species, due to the lack of an easy relaxation pathway. However, there is
ample evidence that EY H-aggregates rapidly and non-radiatively decay via the internal
conversion mechanism in solution19 thus, decay from the EY aggregates excited state is
rapidly and non-radiative resulting in little to no fluorescence.
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Table 7: Table of Lifetime and ϕinj for EY/TiO2 with dye loading concentration
EY Dye-Loading Concentration (M)

〈τ〉 (ns)

ϕinj

5.00 x10-7

0.38 ±0 .08

0.76 ± 0.05

7.50 x10-7

0.31 ±0 .03

0.76 ± 0.05

1.00 x10-6

0.4 ± 0.03

0.71 ± 0.03

2.50 x10-6

0.38 ± 0.03

0.71 ± 0.06

5.00 x10-6

0.26 ± 0.08

0.67 ± 0.08

7.50 x10-6

0.18 ± 0.02

0.63 ± 0.08

1.00 x10-6

0.21 ± 0.01

0.54 ± 0.05

5.00 x10-6

IRF Limited

IRF Limited

1.00 x10-6

IRF Limited

IRF Limited

5.00 x10-6

IRF Limited

IRF Limited

1.00 x10-6

IRF Limited

IRF Limited

Figure 18: Comparison of EY/TiO2 (solid) and EY/ZrO2 lifetimes(dashed), dye load [EY]=
1x10-5 M (red), dye load [EY]= 5x10-7 M (black)
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The fluorescent decays of EY/ZrO2 are fitted in the same manner as EY/TiO2 and
show a〈τ〉 = 1.36 ± 0.03 ns for dye loading concentrations up to 2.5x10-6 M. This is both
remarkably shorter than solution but also significantly longer than EY/TiO2. This difference
on absorption to ZrO2 is different from other xanthene dyes whose ‹τ› on ZrO2 is similar to
that in solution.20 As dye loading concentration rises past 2.5x10-6 the values of ‹τ› quickly
fall to 0.39 ± 0.03 ns for a dye loading concentration of 1x10-5 M. The reduction in ‹τ› for
both sets of films can be attributed to increasing aggregation due to the dimer having rapid
internal conversion pathways,19 as can be seen from Figure 18. The difference in 〈τ〉 for the
same dye loading concentration which is clear in both Figure 18 and 19 can be attributed to
EY/ TiO2 having the additional non radiative decay pathway of electron injection whilst EY/
ZrO2 does not. Previous studies have demonstrated that the injection yield, ϕinj, can be
quantified by integrating the normalised fluorescent decay over time for TiO2 as compared to
ZrO2,9–11 or
𝜙

=1−

∫〈𝜏
∫〈𝜏

〉
〉

where the smaller area of TiO2 is attributed to ϕinj.9–11,20 Using this methodology ϕinj of EY/
TiO2 is determined to be 0.74 ± 0.02 for predominantly monomer films (i.e. [EY] ≤ 2.5x10-6
M), as can be seen in Figure 10. Once aggregation becomes more predominant
ϕinj begins to fall due to the increasingly viable (on the macro scale) internal conversion
decay path. While using molecular exciton theory the concentration dependent diffuse
reflectance spectra show similar relative aggregate populations on both TiO2 and ZrO2
implying no systematic miss-estimation due to the different sub populations of various
aggregates present on different films. However, there is a notable difference in bandwidth as
EY/ZrO2 has a much narrower exciton bandwidth (2.0 ± 0.3 for ZrO2 vs 5 ± 2 for TiO2 at
[EY]=5x10-7 M) than EY/TiO2 implying that EY/ZrO2 is more extensively H-aggregated at
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lower dye loading concentrations than EY/TiO2.This would suggest that, in concert with the
relatively less dramatic change in τf that the ϕinj of EY/TiO2 maybe higher than calculated
due to more extensive aggregation on ZrO2 which is reducing τf.

Figure 19: Injection quantum yield (circles), 〈𝜏〉 of EY/TiO2 (crosses) and EY/ZrO2 (squares) of films at a
range of dye loading concentrations. 〈𝜏〉 times error bars are the standard deviation.

In summary, the ϕinj of EY on TiO2 reduces with increasing dye-loading
concentration. The reduction of ϕinj is due to the reduction in population of monomer EY
molecules. While the H-aggregates have no radiative decay route to the ground state they
readily and rapidly decay through internal conversion.19 The known rapid rate of IC suggests
that internal conversion occurs on time scales faster than injection and thus removes excited
state population before injection can occur reduces ϕinj dramatically.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions
In this work a series of concentration-dependent diffuse reflectance, fluorescence and
lifetime measurements of EY on both TiO2 and ZrO2 were obtained. We demonstrated that
EY forms H-aggregates on both surfaces as opposed to what previous studies which report
that EY form both H- and J-aggregates.1,2 This difference is due to the different methods used
to determine the nature of the aggregates in question, while previous studies have used
molecular exciton theory to determine that both H- and J-aggregates are present, this study
would be in agreement if molecular exciton theory was used. However, with examination of
the vibronic coupling, exciton bandwidth and PL spectra we determine that EY aggregates
form into π-stack H-aggregates on the surfaces of both ZrO2 and TiO2. The red shift of the
spectral maximum previously used to define the presence of J-aggregates is the result of CTmediated coupling. Thus, the diffuse reflectance spectra of EY is fully explained by EY
forming into CT-mediated H-aggregates on the surfaces of both ZrO2 and TiO2.

Figure 20: schematic diagram of EY π stacks on TiO2

The steady state fluorescence spectra further support the conclusion demonstrated by
the diffuse reflectance spectra above, i.e. that EY is forming into π-stack H-aggregates on the
surfaces of both ZrO2 and TiO2. The reduction in fluorescent intensity is due to the formation
of H-aggregates which has, for EY, two important effects firstly that the dimer rapidly decays
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through internal conversion additionally the reduction in coherence length of the EY
aggregate further hampers radiative decay. The fluorescent lifetime measurements show that
monomer EY on TiO2 has a fluorescent lifetime of 0.38 ± 0.08 ns, which reduces with
increasing dye-loading concentration.
Electronic injection was measured and while initially high (0.74 ± 0.02) increasing
dye-loading concentration reduced ϕinj to 0.54 ± 0.05. The reduction in ϕinj is due to rapid
non-radiative decay pathways available to the EY dimer that are non-competitive for the EY
monomer, i.e. injection or radiative decay are more readily accessible and rapid for the
monomer than the dimer. This shows that non-radiative decay rates, in the dimer are faster
than the rate of injection thus, limiting the number of excited EY aggregates capable of
injection in to TiO2. Furthermore, the reduction in coherence length3 may also impact the ϕinj
due to the rapid loss of exciton coherence, thus preventing injection as the exciton decays
before it can inject into the semiconductor. While the link between exciton coherence and ϕinj
is plain, there are no formal, mathematical descriptions and therefore further investigation is
required to explicitly link these properties. I would hypothesize that injection characteristics
may be improved by controlling the exciton’s coherence length.

Figure 21 Energy level diagram of CT mediated H-aggregates for EY/TiO2 green arrows show probable
processes, with injection rate hashed due to reduction in ϕinj with rising dye concentration , k is the rate
constants of excitation (exc), fluorescence (fl), internal conversion (ic), injection (inj), inter system crossing
(isc) and recombination (rec).
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In previous similar experiments on rhodamine and its derivatives Cassidy et al.4 found
that the R560 rhodamine derivative was H- and J-aggregated on TiO2 with J-aggregates
dominant, this was determined by the use of Kasha signatures. The concentration dependent
diffuse reflectance spectra shown in ref 4 are remarkably like those obtained by this work and
suggests rather than mixed aggregation that CT-mediated coupling is dominant and R560 is
therefore also in π-stack H-aggregates.3 One key difference between EY and R560 for their
use as sensitisers is that the ϕinj of R560 is enhanced by aggregation rather than impaired by
it. While EY should have ready access to its triplet state for injection5 due to the heavy atom
effect, which is likely why the initial ϕinj is so high. The dimer of EY rapidly non-radiatively
decays from its excited singlet state without the opportunity to inject.6,7 While R560 lacks the
heavy atoms that allow for easy access to the triplet state injection still readily occurs. This
may arise from a much lower rate of non-radiative decay, this allowing superior injection
characteristics. Alternatively, if the Kasha signatures are accurate then the enhanced
coherence length of the J-aggregate may be the cause of enhanced injection.
While EY has proved an effective sensitiser on other solid substrates or on TiO2 with
co-absorbents as a sensitiser for DSP it is in effective without them on TiO2.8–15 With a PtEosin Y cocatalyst system on a silica substrate showing an efficiency of ~10% (or 43µmol h1 2

) and the EY-laponite clay system generating 1.84 mmol g-1 h-1. However, as a sensitiser for

a pure TiO2 based DSSP or DSP, EY is ill suited due to its poor ϕinj at higher dye-loading
concentrations. While the ϕinj at 10-3 M (0.54 ± 0.05) may still be viable this will decrease
with higher dye-loading concentrations. Furthermore, the ϕinj does not directly correlate to the
conversion efficiency so the IPCE is expected to be much lower than the ϕinj making the
EY/TiO2 system less than ideal as a sensitiser.
To further determine how EY functions as a sensitiser there remain several avenues
for investigation. Firstly, using computational studies to examine the aggregation of
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EY/TiO2. The computational studies would suggest if the assignment of CT-H-aggregates is
correct as these models could be used to determine stacking modes and would further
demonstrate the degree of HOMO-LUMO overlap to help understand the extent of JCT.
Furthermore, computational models can help with the aid of IR or Raman to determine the
nature of the binding geometry of EY on both TiO2 and ZrO2. Whilst, Zhang et al. have
previously determined the binding geometry of EY on TIO2 they did not examine ZrO2, any
differences in binding between TiO2 and ZrO2 may explain the initial differences in band
width. The deepest vein for investigation for improving DSSC and DSP is to examine the
impact that coherence length has on the injection characteristics of a dye. Thus, a full analysis
of the EY on TiO2 PL spectra should be carried out. In addition to EY a range of both H- and
J-aggregated dyes should be examined to examine the full extent that both the coherence
length of an aggregate and the level of order in the aggregates structure has on injection.
Finding the correct balance between coherence length, radiative enhancement and non radiative decay pathways is a means by which aggregation can be used to enhance DSSC and
DSP performance.
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Appendix 1: Eosin Y,
Dye

Eosin Y (EY)

Structure

Absorbance Max (nm)1 in EtOH

520

Fluorescence Max (nm)1 in EtOH

538

Molar Absorptivity in basic EtOH

112,000

Lifetime (ns)1 in EtOH

1.5

ϕfl 2 in 1M NaCl aqueous solution

0.23

ϕfl 2 of dimer in 1M NaCl aqueous solution

0.005

Dimer lifetime (ps)2

50
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Appendix 2: Diffuse Reflectance Spectra of EY/TiO2

Figure 22 Raw diffuse reflectance spectra of EY/TiO2 at various dye loading
concentrations

Figure 23: Baseline subtracted diffuse reflectance spectra of EY/TiO2 at various dye
loading concentrations.
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Figure 24: Normalized and baseline corrected diffuse reflectance spectra of
EY/TiO2 at various dye loading concentrations.
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Appendix 3: Diffuse reflectance spectra of EY/ZrO2

Figure 25: Normalised and baseline corrected with EY/ZrO2 (Solid) black 5x10-7M, red 1 x
10-6 M, blue 1 x 10-5 M, pink 1 x 10-4 M, green 1 x 10-3 M and solution dotted 1 x 10-6 M and
Solution (dotted)
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